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Abstract 
The grid graph is the graph on [k]“={O,l,...,k-1) ” in which x=(x~,...,x,) is joined to 
y=(yt, . . ..y.) if for somej we have ]xj-yj]= 1 and .ui=yi for all i#j. One of our aims in this paper 
is to determine, for each positive integer d, the maximum size of a subset of [k]” of diameter d. 
The discrete torus is the corresponding graph on Z;=(Z/kZ)“: a point x=(x(); is joined to 
y=(yi); if for some j we have xj=yjf 1 and x,=y, for all i#j. Our other main aim is to determine, 
for each d, the maximum size of a subset of Zi of diameter d, in the case k even. 
0. Introduction 
Let [k]={O,l,..., k-l}, and define a graph on [k]” by joining x=(x,, , x,) to 
y=(y,,..., YJ if for some j we have 1 Xj-yj I= 1 and Xi =yi for all i #j. We call this 
graph the grid graph or simply the grid [k] “. Equivalently, the grid [k]” is the product 
of n paths of order k. One of our aims in this paper is to determine the maximal size 
of a subset of [k]” of given diameter. Recall that the diameter of a subset A of the 
vertex set of a graph G is diam A = max { d(x, y): x, YEA}, where d(x, y) is the graph 
distance. 
The question above was first considered by Kleitman and Fellows [7], although 
in the case k=2 the problem had been completely solved by Kleitman [6] for d 
even, answering a question of Erdiis. In order to state Kleitman and Fellows’ result, 
let us define, for a point c=(cl, . . . . C,)E [0, k - 11” and r > 0, the bull of centre c and 
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radius r to be 
B(c,r)=l$,,,(c,r)= XG[k]“: 1 I-Yi-(.il dr 
Note that the radius r and the coordinates ci of the centre c are not assumed to be 
I 
integers. With this notation, Kleitman and Fellows [7] proved that if d is even and at 
most nLk/2J-1 then the ball B(c,d/2), with c=(L(k-1)/2],...,L(k-1)/2J), has 
maximal size among all sets in [k]” of diameter d. They also conjectured that for every 
natural number d there is a point c, whose coordinates need not be integers, such that 
the ball B(c, d/2) has maximal size among sets of diameter d. In Section 2 of this paper, 
we shall prove this conjecture, and determine an appropriate c in each case. 
We remark that, in fact, Kleitman and Fellows proved their result for more general 
grids, namely products of paths that are not necessarily of the same length, and they 
made their conjecture about all such grids. However, in this paper we consider only 
grids [k]” as above. 
[Note udded during revisions: We have recently been informed that some of our 
results in Section 2 have been obtained in two forthcoming papers: ‘Diameter and 
Radius in Manhattan Lattices’, by D.Z. Du and D.J. Kleitman, and ‘Diametric 
Theorems for Sequence Spa ces’, by R. Ahlswede, C. Cai and Z. Zhang. To be precise, 
Du and Kleitman prove Theorems 8 and 10 (dealing with k even), and they also prove 
Theorem 11 (k odd) under the additional assumption that either d <n(k- 1)/2 or 
d 2 n(k - 1)/2 + n - 1. Ahlswede, Cai and Zhang prove Theorem 11, and also prove 
Theorems 8 and 10 except in the case when d is an odd number with 
(n- l)k/2<d <nk/2- 1. The methods in these papers are rather different from the 
ones we use here.] 
Our other main aim in this paper is to consider a problem that seems to be 
somewhat harder, namely the analogous question for the discrete torus H[=(Z/kE)“, 
which is the product of n cycles of order k. In Section 3 we give a complete solution to 
this problem for k even, and make some remarks about the case when k is odd. 
Our attack on the problem for the torus is based on some isoperimetric inequalities. 
To prove these inequalities, we make use of fractional systems, which were introduced 
in [4]. The isoperimetric inequalities we obtain extend slightly those in [3]. As an easy 
application of fractional systems, we shall give a direct solution to the diameter 
problem in the infinite grid Z”, first proved by Kleitman and Fellows [7]. 
Our notation is fairly standard. The standard basis of Z” is written e,, , e,; for 
example, in [k]” the vector (1,0,2,0, . . . . 0) is denoted by e1 +2e3. The complement of 
set 1 c { 1 , . . . , rz) is written r We often suppress brackets, writing I for (i}. Thus for 
example Z’denotes {xEZ”: xi=O}. 
Given real-valued functions 1; 9 on a set X, we write ,f<~ if f(x)<g(x) for all XEX. 
The function f v y is defined by (f’v g)(x)= max(f(x), g(x)). More generally, given 
functions ,&:X-+rW for icl, we write V[fi: ill} for the function ,f given by 
f‘(x)=sup{,f;(x): iEl). w e say that the fi are nested if for any i and j we have 5 <,fj or 
.fi<.11. 
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The support of a function f: X-t R is suppf= { XEX: f(x) # 0). If f has finite 
support, we define the weight offas ~(f)=~,,,,,,~f(x). 
1. Subsets of Z” 
We shall start by introducing fractional systems and using them to give a direct 
proof of the result of Kleitman and Fellows [7] concerning the maximal size of sets of 
given diameter in the infinite grid Z”. 
A fractional system, or simply a system, on Z” is a function from Z” to the closed 
interval [O, 11. Note that a fractional system on Z” is a generalization of a subset of Z”: 
if a function f’: Zn+[O, l] is such that f( Z” )c (0, 1} then f is naturally identified 
with the subset A =f’- ‘(1) of Z”. Fractional systems first appeared in [4]. 
We shall only be concerned with systems whose support is finite ~ for brevity we 
omit this condition in the sequel. The diameter of a system f is 
diamf=max{d(x,y)+f(x)+f(y)-2: x,y~suppf}, 
with the convention that if f= 0 then diam,f= - cc. Thus iff( Z” ) c 10, 1) and f is 
identified with A =f-‘(1) then diam f is just the usual diameter of A. 
We remark here that there are other plausible definitions of the diameter for 
fractional systems. For example, one could take diam f= max { d(x, y)f(x)f‘( y): 
x, y~suppf}. Such alternatives could perhaps be useful in other situations. 
A system f which is of the form 
1 
1 if d(x,O)<r, 
f(x)= CI if d(x,O)=r, 
! 0 if d(x,O)>r, 
for some rEZ + and a~[0, l] is called a fractional hall. For 2: 3 0 we write b” for the 
(unique) fractional ball of weight u. Our aim is to show that, among systems of given 
diameter, a fractional ball has the greatest weight. 
Let f be a system on Z”. For 1 < i < n and XEZ’, the i-section of ,f at x is the system 
fil, on Z given by 
We wish to define a compression operator Ci which acts on a system f by 
‘compressing’ each i-section off into a (l-dimensional) fractional ball of the same 
weight. Thus, for a system f on Z”, we define the system C,(f), the i-compression of 1; 
by giving its i-sections: 
Thus w(Ci(f))= w(f). We say that f is i-compressed if Ci(f‘)=f 
We have the following easy lemma; although the proof given looks cumbersome, it 
is extremely simple. 
Lemma 1. Let,f he a system on Z”, and let 1 < i < II. Then diam C,(f) < diamf: 
Proof. For convenience, write g for C,(f). It is sufficient to show that for each x, YEZ’ 
with w(,jlX), w(fi,,)>O we have 
max~la-hl+l~l,(a)+,fily(h): aEsupp.f$, h=uppfll,) 
3maxiIa-hI+gil~(a)+Yilu(h): aEsuPPSilX3 hEsuPPSily}. (1) 
Fix then arbitrary points x, yEZiwith w(fiiX), ~(fi,~)>O: say w(,filx)=rr w(~~,~)=s, 
where without loss of generality we may assume r<s. 
Put 
p=min supp,filX, p’=max suppfil,, 
q=min suppfilu, q’=max supp,filY, 
so that 
maxi la-hl+f,:l,(a)+.filu(h): a~swp&, f,=swpL~,) 
=max(lP’--41+fil~(P’)+f~lv(4), 14’--Pl+fil~(p)+.filv(4’)). (2) 
Now, if p<p’ then r<p’-p+filx(p)+.fl,(p’)- 1, while if p=p’ then r=,filx(p)= 
I(P’-P+fil~(P)+.filx(P’)). s ince r > 1 implies p < p’, it follows that 
i 
r+l 
P’-P+fll~(P)+.fil~(P’)3 2r 
if r>l, 
if r<l. 
Similarly, we have 
and so 
P’-P+4-~++.fllx(P)+silx(P’ 
jr+l+s+l if r,s>l, 
q’-q++fllv(Y)+fi:lv(4’)3 I: i 
1 ifs>l, 
if s<l, 
312r+s+l if r<l,s>l, 
j?r+2s if r, SC 1. 
It follows from (2) that 
r+l s+l 
2 +2 
3 1 s+ 1 if r,s> 1, r+-- if 
2 
r<l,s> 1, 
r+s if r, s d 1 . 
A similar relation holds with g in place off, with the inequality replaced by equality. 
This establishes (1) as required. 0 
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We can now prove that, among systems of given diameter, a fractional ball has the 
greatest weight. 
Theorem 2. Let f be a system on Z” of diameter d. Then w(,f)<w(b), where b is the 
fractional ball of diameter d. 
Proof. Let g=C,(C,_r( . ..C.(f)...)). Then w(g)=w(f) and diamgdd. Now, g is 
i-compressed for all i. from which we have g(x)=g( -x) for all XEZ”. Thus g(x)>0 
implies 2d(x,0)+2g(x)-22diamg. It follows that g<b, and so w(f)=w(g)bw(b), 
as required. 0 
In particular, we have the following result for subsets of Z”, first proved by 
Kleitman and Fellows [7]. 
Corollary 3. Let A be a subset of Z” of diameter d, where d is even. Then 
IAl6ID(O,d/2)1. 
We now turn to the case of odd diameter. A system f on the line Z which is of the 
form 
: 
1 if d(x, 1/2)<r+ l/2, 
f(x)= z if d(x, 1/2)=r+ l/2, 
0 if d(x, 1/2)>r+ l/2, 
for some rEi7 + and C(E [0, l] is called a shifted fractional ball. For v 2 0, write s” for the 
(unique) shifted fractional ball of weight v. 
We wish to define a compression operator Di which acts on a system f by 
replacing each i-section off with a shifted fractional ball of the same weight. Thus, for 
a system f on Z”, the system Di(f ), the shifted i-compression off; is defined by: 
Thus w(Di(f ))=w(f ). 
It is certainly not the case that diam Di( f) <diamf for all systems f: Fortunately, 
however, the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 4. Let f be a system on Z” with f (Z”), (0, l}, and let 1 < i<n. Then 
diamDi(f)<diamf. 
Proof. Write g for Di(f). If is sufficient to show that for each x,y~Z’ with w(hiX), 
w(fil,)>O we have 
Fix then an arbitrary x,y~Z~ with w(,jlX), w(fil,)>O: say w(,filx)=r, w(,~,~)=s. 
Then r, s 3 1 and so, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1, we have 
rfl s+l 
maxila-hl+.fil,(a)+.fi~v(h): a=upp&, h~supp,&}>~+~. 
However, since r,s~Z, it is easy to see that a similar relation holds with g in place of 
fand with the inequality replaced by equality. q 
We are now ready to find the maximal size of a set of given odd diameter 
in Z”. 
Theorem 5. Let A he a subset of‘Z” cfdiameter d, where d is odd. Then 1 A I< 1 B(c, d/2) 1, 
where c=i el =(&O, . . . . 0). 
Proof. Let g=C,(C,_r( . . . C,(D,(A))...)). Th en w(g) = I A I and diam g d d. We have 
g(x)=g(e,-x) for all XEZ”, so that g(x)>0 implies 2d(x,c)+2g(x)-2Gdiamg. It 
follows that gd B(c,d/2), as required. 0 
2. Subsets of [k]” 
We now turn our attention to the finite grid [k]“. Although we shall not be 
concentrating on fractional systems in this section, we start by showing how they give 
a direct solution to the diameter problem for the case of even diameter in the odd grid. 
Theorem 6. Let k he odd, and let A he a subset qf [k]” of diameter d, where d is even. 
Then IA1<IB(c,d/2)1, where c=((k-1)/2,...,(k-1)/2). 
Proof. Note that if f is a system on Z’” with 
i 
k-l 
suppfc -2 
k-l n 
_____ , . . . . 2 I 
then for any 1 <i < n we have also 
k-l 
s”PP Ci(.f)c -2 
i 
k-l n 
~ ,..., 
I 2 
The result now follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
In fact, the above method proves rather more. A subset S of Z” is called uncondi- 
tional if whenever XGS and lyi] <Jxi] for all i then also YES. 
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Theorem 7. Let S be an unconditional subset of Z”, and let A be a subset of S of diameter 
d, where d is even. Then 
Our main method in this section will be the comparison of ‘opposite quadrants’ of 
the grid. We start with the even grid. 
Let k be even, and let c=((k-1)/2, . . . . (k- 1)/2). Thus c is the geometric centre of 
[k]“. For any set Ac[k]“, and E=(&~);E{ - 1, l}“, we define the c-quadrant of A to be 
A,= XE ; 
i [I 
n 
1 C+C Ei(Xi+$)eiEA I 
Note that all quadrants of A c [k]” are subsets of [k/2] “, so in particular A is not 
(in general) the union of its quadrants; however 1 Al =C, I A,[. 
For O<r<n(k/2-l), let 
Thus F(r)=F(n(k/2- 1)-r) for all r. It is easy to check that the function F is 
increasing for 0 d r < n(k/2 - 1)/2, for example, because [k/2]” has a symmetric chain 
decomposition (see [ 1, Ch. 31). 
We are now ready to consider the simplest case for our method, namely the case of 
large diameter in the even grid. 
Theorem 8. Let k be even, and let A be a subset of [ k]” of diameter d, where d 2 nk/2. 
Then 
IAl< 
i 
I WC, d/2) I if d-n (mod2) 
IB(c+$e,,d/2)[ if dfn (mod2), 
where c=((k-1)/2, . . ..(k-1)/2). 
Proof. Let us start with the case when d = n (mod 2). For convenience, write B for 
B(c,d/2).InordertoshowthatIAlb(BI,weshallshowthatIA,I+IA_,IdlB,I+(B_,I 
for all E. 
Fix then an arbitrary EE{ - l,l}“. If either of A,, A-, is empty then certainly 
IA,(+IA-,(~IB,(+IB_,(,sincethefactthatd3nk/2impliesthatIB,I+IB_,I3(k/2)“. 
Hence we may assume that A,, A_,#@. Choose XEA, and YEA-, with 1 xi and c yi 
maximal: say C Xi = s, 1 yi = t. Since diam A = d, we must have s + t + n <d. 
Now, by the choice of s and t we have 
IA,I+IA~,I~~F(r)+~F(r). 
0 0 
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Since s+t<d-n, and d-n>n(k/2-l), we have 
$ F(r)+g F(r)62 ‘d$“2 F(r)=1 B,I+(B-,I. 
Hence IA,I+IA-,I~IB,I+IB~,I, and so IAI<IB1. 
The case d $ n (mod 2) is very similar. Writing B for B(c + icl, d/2), it is sufficient to 
show that IA,I+IA_,I~(B,I+IB_,I for all E. 
Fix then an arbitrary EE{ - 1, 11”. Since d>,nk/2, it follows that IBE1 + I B_,I >(k/2)“, 
so we may again assume that A,, A_,#@. Choosing s and t as above, we have 
However 
so that 
l~,l+lA~,:l~~~(r)+~F(r). 
0 
-, since s+t<d-n, and d-n>n(k/2-l), we have 
i F(r)+i F(r)< 
(d-n+ 1)/2 (d-n- 1)/2 
c F(r)+ C F(r)=IB,I+ILI, 
0 0 0 0 
A,I+IA_,l6lB,I+JB_,I, as required. 0 
To deal with smaller diameters in the even grid, and also for the odd grid, we shall 
need to compress our subsets towards the centre of the grid. 
For any k, define an ordering < on [k] by setting x<y if either 
1 !y<~ + 
or 
1 ~--x~=~ lZlyl and xc?<,, 
Thus for example if k is even then we have 
<k-2<0<k-1 
We write I(a)=l,(a) for the set of the first a elements in the < order on [k]. 
Let A be a subset of [k]“. For 1 < i<n and xE[k]‘, the i-section of A at x is the set 
We wish to define a compression operator Ri which acts on a set AC [k]” by 
compressing each i-section of A into a set of the same size of the form I(a). More 
precisely, for any set A c [k] “, and 1 ,< i <n, we define the set R,(A) c [k]” by giving its 
i-sections: 
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Thus Ri is just a non-fractional version of the operator Ci of the previous section. 
Note that lR,(A)l=(A/. We say that A is compressed if R,(A)=A for all i. 
We have the following very simple lemma. 
Lemma 9. (i) Let A be a subset of [k] “, and let 1~ i < n. Then diam Ri( A) < diam A. 
(ii) Let A be a subset of [k] “. Then there is a compressed set A’ c [k]” which satisjies 
(A’I=IAI and diamA’<diamA. 
Proof. (i) Mirror the proof of Lemma 1. 
(ii) Theset A’=R,(R,_1(...R,(A)...))satisfiesIA’1=IAIandR,(A’)=A’foralli. 
By part (i), we have diam A’ ddiam A. Cl 
We need a small amount of further notation. Let k be even, and let A be a subset of 
[k]“. For EE{ - 1, l}“, define 
S(E)=SA(&)= 
: 
max{ xxi:xtA,) if A,#@, 
-1 if A,=@. 
Thus 
S(E) 
IAIGC c F(r). 
E *=o 
(3) 
Note that if A is compressed then the function S(E) does not vary too sharply. 
Indeed, let us regard { - 1, l}” as a copy of the discrete cube (joining E to E‘ if for some 
i we have ei = - E; and sj = E; for all j # i). Then it is easy to see that if A is a compressed 
set and E, E’E{ - 1, 11” are adjacent then we have 
ISA(S,4(E)l d 1. (4) 
For any integer a, we write A (>‘)for {EE{-l,l}“: s~(E)~u}. 
We are now ready to deal with the case of small diameter in the even grid 
Theorem 10. Let k be even, and let A be a subset of [ k]” of diameter d, where d < nk/2. 
Then 
lAl< IWc’,dP)I 
i 
if d is even, 
’ IB(c’++el,d/2)I if d is odd, 
where c’=(k/2, . . ..k/2). 
Proof. By Lemma 9, we may assume without loss of generality that A is compressed. 
For convenience, set B=B(c’, d/2) if d is even and B=B(c’++el,d/2) if d is odd. 
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We distinguish two cases, according to whether d > 2n or d < 2n. The latter case will 
be almost the same as the former, but with a slight extra complication. 
Case (i): d >2n. 
Since diamA,<d, we have s(c)+.+tz)=.sA(.z)+sA(-c)<d-n whenever S(R), 
s(-e)# - 1. Also, if s(~)>d/2 for some e then from (4) we have .s( -~)>d/2-n>O, 
which contradicts S(E) + s( -E) ,< d - n. 
So S(E) <d/2 for all c, and also S(E) +.s( --~)<d -n for all E. Hence, rearranging the 
sum in (3), we have 
I 
tdi2l 
al+ c I A’a”‘I(F(a)-F(d-n+ 1 -a)) if d=n (mod2) 
IAId 
o=(d-n)/2+ 1 
td/21 
I x2 + c IA’a”‘I(F(a)-F(d-n+ 1 -a)) if dfn (mod 2), a=(dpn+l)/2+1 
where 
and 
Cd - nJi-2 
,x(1=2” c F(r) 
0 
(d-n- 1)/Z 
a2=2n c F(r)+2”m’F((d-n+1)/2). 
0 
A similar relation holds with A replaced by B, with the inequality being 
replaced by equality. Now, since d <nk/2, for any u>(d-n)/2 + 1 we have 
F(u)- F(d --II + 1 -a) 30. Hence, to complete the proof, it will suffice to show that 
]A(~‘)j<lB(~“)I for all integers a with (d-n)/2+ 1 <u<d/2. 
Let then a be an integer with (d - n)/2 + 1 <a <d/2. Since .s(~)>a implies 
s( -8) <d--n --a, equation (4) tells us that the sets A(a’) and - A(>“) are a distance of 
at least 2u+n-d apart in { - 1, l}“. 
Now, if d is even, then Harper’s vertex-isoperimetric inequality in the cube [S] (see 
12, Ch. 161 for a general background) implies that if two sets in the discrete cube 
{-1,l)” are at least 2u + n-d apart then they cannot both have size greater than 
Cfp;“(:),andso IA(>“)]<lB( aa)J. Similarly, if d is odd then Harper’s theorem implies 
that if two sets in { - 1,l)” are at least 2u + n-d apart then they cannot both have size 
greater than 
and so again IA(~Q)]<]B(~~)I, 
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Case (ii): d < 2n. 
If s(a), s( - F) 3 0 then S(E) + s( - E) <d-n. Hence, rearranging the sum in (3), we have 
d-n 
IAlG~l+ 1 I A(>“)l(F(a)-F(d-n+l -a))+ 1 IA(“” 
a=(d-n)/2+ 1 a>dmn 
O>O 
if d=n (mod 2) and 
d-n 
l4d~2+ c IA(a”)I(F(a)-F(d-n+ 1 -a))+ c lA”“‘IF(a) 
a=(d-n+ 1)/Z+ 1 o>d-n 
lla0 
if d f n (mod 2) where c(~ and ~1~ are as in Case (i). Note that of course the first sum in 
each expression is 0 if A < n. 
Now, a similar relation holds with B in place of A, with the inequality replaced by 
equality. Hence, to show that (A I < 1 B 1, it suffices to show that I Acaa)l < I B(>‘)l for all 
nonnegative a with a >, (d - n)/2 + 1. 
Let then a be a non-negative integer with a 3 (d - n)/2 + 1. If a <d/2 then we obtain 
IA(%)l<lB(~@ exactly as in Case (i). So we may assume that a>d/2. 
We claim that the distance in { - 1,l)” between A(a’) and -A(>‘) is at least 
n-d +2a. Indeed, if this is not the case then there are E,E’E{ - 1, 1)” with S(E), 
s( - E) 3 a and d(E, E’) > d - 2a. However, by (4) this implies that if d < n then there are 
a‘!, cl” with d(c”,E”‘)>d and s(E”),s(E”‘)>~, while if d an then there are ~“,a”’ with 
cl) = _alll and s(E”)>(~ - n)/2 and s(c”‘)>(d -n)/2. In each case we contradict 
diam A Gd. 
So the distance between A(>‘) and - A(>“) 1s at least n-d +2a. Just as in Case (i), 
Harper’s theorem now implies that if d is even then 
d/2-a n 
IA(> c 
0 
, 
r=O r 
while if d is odd then 
Thus IA (“)I < I B(‘a)l, as required. 0 
We now turn our attention to the odd grid. We first introduce some notation which 
is similar to that used for the even grid. 
Letkbeodd,andletc’=(k/2-l,..., k/2 - 1). Our quadrants in [k]” will be centred 
at c’, rather than at the geometric centre of [k]“. For EE{ - 1, l}“, set 
QE= fi [(k+Ei)/2]={XEZ”: Odxd(k+&i)/2 for all i}, 
i=l 
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and for any integer r let 
WritingIEIforI{i:&i=1}1,itisclearthatF,dependsonlyonI&I.NotethatiflsldIE’J 
then for any r we have F,(r)<F,,(r) and also F,(u)~F,,(r+lc’l-l&l). 
Now let A be a subset of [k]“. For EE{ - 1,1 ) ” define the c-quadrant of A to be , 
A,={~EQ,: c’+C Ei(xi+i)eiEA}, 
and set 
S(E) = SA(&) = 
max{zxi:xEA,j if A,#@, 
-1 if A,=@. 
Thus 
S(E) 
IAIGC 1 F,(r). (3’) 
E r=O 
It is easy to see that if A is a compressed set and .a, E’E { - 1, l}” are adjacent then we 
have 
I.sA(E’)-sSA(&)I< 1. (4’) 
For any integer a, we write Ac3’) for {EE(- 1,l)“: s,(c)>a) 
We are now ready to deal with the odd grid. 
Theorem 11. Let k be odd, and let A he a subset of [k]” of diameter d. Then 
IAIG 
i 
IB(c,dP)l if d is even, 
IB(c-ie,,d/2)I ifd is odd, 
where c=((k-1)/2, . . ..(k-1)/2). 
Proof. Although the case of d even has already been dealt with by Theorem 6, we give 
here a self-contained proof for all values of d. 
By Lemma 9, we may assume without loss of generality‘ that A is compressed. For 
convenience, set B = B(c, d/2) if d is even and B = B(c - f e l, d/2) if d is odd. As before, 
we distinguish two cases, according to whether d > 2n or d < 2n. 
Case (i): d > 2n. 
Just as before, condition (4’) implies that s(s)=sA(s) <d/2 for all E and 
s(E)+s(-a) <d-n for all E. 
For simplicity, we shall start by considering the case when d = n (mod 2). Rearrang- 
ing the sum in (3’) we have 
tdk 
IAlGa,+ c c (FE(a)-F-,(d-n+ 1 -a)), 
rr=(d-n)/Z+ 1 EEA(~~) 
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where 
(d-n)/2 
ml = C 1 FE(r). 
r=O E 
A similar relation holds with A replaced by B, with the inequality replaced by 
equality. Now, it follows just as before from Harper’s theorem that IA(3a)l <IB(>“)( 
for any a with (d - n)/2 + 1 <a <d/2. Hence, to complete the proof that 1 A I< 1 B 1, it will 
suffice to show that for any a satisfying (d-n)/2+ 1 da<d/2 the following two 
conditions hold: EEB(~@ and c’#BcBa) imply F,(a)-F_,(d--n+ 1 -a)>,FE.(a)- 
F-,.(&-n+1 -a), and EEB (+J) implies F,(u)--F_,(d-n+ 1 -a)>O. 
Now, since F,(r) is an increasing function of (~1, for any r, it follows that 
F,(u) - F_,(d-- n + 1 -a) is also an increasing function of (cl. Hence certainly if 
EE Bca”) and E’#B ~~a~thenF,(u)-F~,(d-n+1-u)3F,~(u)-F~,~(d-n+1-a).Also, 
forany~,~‘wehaveF,(u)>,F,.(d-n+1-a)whenever~~~3~~‘~+2a-d+n-l,andso 
in particular F,(a)3F_,(d-n+l-a) whenever EEB(~~). 
We now turn to the case d f n (mod 2). Let 
S={c: l&l>n/2}u{E: IEl=n/2, El= -1) 
Thus lSn{e,---~}l=l for all E. Also, for EES we have Jcl>(-~1, which implies 
F,((d-n+ 1)/2)>F_,((d--n+ 1)/2). It follows that we may rearrange the sum in (3’) 
to obtain 
td/2J 
lAl<a2+ c (F,(u)-E,(d-n+ 1 -a)), 
a=(d-n+l)/2+1 
where 
(d-n)/2 
Note that equality holds in this relation if A is replaced by B. It now follows, exactly 
as in the case d-n (mod2), that IAI<IB(. 
Case (ii): d<2n. 
Rearranging the sum in (3’), we obtain 
d-n 
IAlGa,+ c 1 (F,(a)-F-,(d-n+l-a))+ c 1 F&J) 
a=(d-n)/2+ 1 EEA(~~) a>d-n EEA(~‘) 
a>0 
if d E n (mod 2) and 
IAI<a,+ c 1 (F,(a)-F-,(d-n+l-a))+ c 1 F,(U) 
a=(d-n+l)/2+1 EEA’= a;:,” EEA(~“) 
if dfn (mod 2), where a1 and t12 are as in Case (i). 
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Now, equality holds in this relation if A is replaced by B. Also, just as in the proof of 
Theorem 10, Harper’s theorem implies that 1 ACa”) I< 1 Bc2’)I for any nonnegative a with 
a 3 (d - n)/2 + 1. Hence, to complete the proof that I A I d I BI, it will suffice to show that for 
each a with (d-11)/2+ 1 <add-n the function F,(a)--F_,(d--n+ l-a) is both increas- 
ing in JEI and nonnegative on BCa”), and that for each nonnegative a with a > d - n the 
function F,(a) is increasing in 1.~1. But these facts are immediate, just as in Case (i). 0 
Theorems 8, 10 and 11 imply that, for any k and d, there is indeed a ball among the 
maximum-sized subsets of [k]” of diameter d, as conjectured by Kleitman and Fellows. 
Corollary 12. Let A he a subset of [k]” ofdiameter d, where dcZ+ Then there exists 
CER” such that IAl<JB(c,d/2)I. 
3. Subsets of Z; 
Given a set A of vertices of a graph G and a natural number t, define the t-boundary 
of A as 
AC,,={xEV(G):d(x,A)<t}, 
where as usual d(x, A) denotes the graph distance from x to A. We often write aA for 
ACI,, and call it the boundary of A. 
An inequality of the form 
IA,,,I>g(a,t) whenever AC V(G) and IAl=a 
is called an isoperimetric inequality on G. Our approach to the diameter problem in 
77: will be based on some isoperimetric inequalities in Z;. Isoperimetric inequalities in 
Z; were first proved in [3], in answer to a question of Wang and Wang [S]. (The 
results proved in [S] concern some rather different isoperimetric problems.) The 
inequalities we obtain here slightly extend those in [3]. 
A fractional system, or simply a system, on Zp is a function from Z; to the closed 
interval [0, 11. The boundary of a system f‘is the system al’ given by 
af w= 
1 if ,f(x)>O, 
max(.f(y): d(y,x)= 1) if f‘(x)=O. 
Thus iff(Z;)c (0,l) and .f is identified with A=f- ‘(1) then afis identified with the 
usual boundary of A. 
A system f which is of the form 
‘1 if d(x,O)<r, 
f‘(x)= c( if d(x,O)=r, 
0 if d(x,O)>r, 
for some 0 < r < nk/2 and CIE [0, l] is called afractional hall. The radius off‘ is r + c( - 1. 
For O<v< k” we write h” for the (unique) fractional ball of weight c’. 
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Our aim is to show that, for even values of k, fractional balls in Z; have the smallest 
boundaries, in other words that the weight of the boundary of a system of weight v is 
at least w(ab”). This was first proved in [3]; here we give different proof. We include 
a proof not only for the sake of completeness but also because we shall later require 
a refined version of this result; the proof we give here may be readily modified to give 
that refinement. 
We start with the simple case n = 1; although in this case the assertion is easily 
checked, we state it as a lemma in order to emphasize it. Furthermore, we give a proof, 
since the corresponding assertion is false for odd values of k. 
Lemma 13. Let k > 2 be even. Then in Zk the weight of the boundary of a system f of 
weight v is at least the weight of the boundary of the fractional ball b” of weight v. 
Proof. If lsupp f I= k then aj”is identically 1, so that certainly w(ab”)d w(a.f). 
If IsuppfI=k-1, say Isuppf I=Zk-{k/2}, then af(x)=l for x#k/2, and 
af(k/2)=max(f(k/2_1),,f(k/2+1). Since b”(k/2-l)=b”(k/2+1) and b”(k/2-1)+ 
b”(k/2+1)<f(k/2-l)+f(k/2+1), it follows that ab”Gaf; SO that w(ab”)Gw(af). 
If Isuppf 1~1, then w(ab”)=w(a,f). 
Finally, if 2 d lsupp f I <k - 2 then it is easy to see that w(af) 3 w( f )+ 2. However, 
for all fractional balls b we have w(ab)b w(b)+2. 0 
We remark that if k3 3 is odd then, in &, a fractional ball of weight k-2 has 
greater boundary than the complement of a fractional ball of weight 2. 
Let f be a system on Z;. For I c { 1, . . . , n} and XEZ~, the I-section off at x is the 
systemf,,, on Z’ given by 
hjx(Y)=f (x+y), YEZ’ 
We wish to define a compression operator Ci which acts on a system f by 
‘compressing’ each i-section off into a (l-dimensional) fractional bail of the same 
weight. Thus, for a system f on Z;, we define the system Ci( f ), the i-compression of J 
by giving its i-sections: 
Ci(,f)i,x=bW(Ji’X), XEZ;. 
Thus w(Ci(f))=w(f). 
The reason for introducing i-compressions is the following lemma. 
Lemma 14. Let k> 2 be even. Let f be a system on Z;, and let 1 <i< n. Then 
w(aC,(.f ))<(af ). 
Proof. Write g for C,(f). It is sufficient to show that w((ag),,,)<w((ag),,,) for all 
xc??;. Fix then an arbitrary XEZ~. We have 
(af)i,x=a(,filx)vV{fiiy: y~Z~,d(y,x)=lJ 
where as defined earlier v denotes pointwise maximum, and a similar relation holds 
with g in place of ,f: However, the system a(gi,,) and the systems gilu for YE&, 
d(y,.u)= 1 are nested, since they are all fractional balls. Moreover, w(yi,,,)=w(,j,,,) for 
all y, while Lemma 13 tells us the w(a(gi,,))<w(a(fi,,.)). It follows that w((ag)i,,)< 
w((aj)i,,), as required. 0 
We now wish to define a symmetrisation operator Si which acts on a system ,f by 
replacing each I-section offwith an ((n- 1)-dimensional) fractional ball of the same 
weight. Thus, for a system ,f on Zi, we define the system S,(f), the i-symn~etrisation of 
f; by giving its I-sections: 
Thus W(Si(f’))=W(f’). 
We have the following key lemma. 
Lemma 15. Let k 32 he even, and let n32. Suppose that jtir every system f on 
PI;-’ we have w(~f)>w(ab”‘(*) ). Then fbr a system f on Z[ and 1 didn we have 
w@&(.f))Gw@f ). 
Proof. Write g for S,(f). It is sufficient to show that w((ay)ii,)<w((a,f)i,,) for all 
XE&. Fix then an arbitrary XE&. We have 
and a similar relation holds with y in place of,f: However, the system a(grlx) and the 
systems y T,y for YE,?&, d( y, x) = 1 are nested, since they are all fractional balls. More- 
over, w(g i,X)= w(fl,,) for all y, and by assumption we have w(a(gilX))< w(a(ft,,)). It 
follows that w((ag)i,,)<w((af)i,,), as required. 0 
We are now ready to prove the isoperimetric inequality in the even torus. As stated 
above, this was first proved in [3]. 
Theorem 16. Let k> 2 he even, and let f be a system on Z,” of weight v. Then 
w(af)2w(aby. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n= 1 the assertion was proved in 
Lemma 13, so we turn to the induction step. 
For any system y on ZE and XCZ,, write gX for gilX. Let f’=S,(C,(f)). Then 
w( f ‘) = w(f), and from Lemma 14 and Lemma 15 we have w(af ‘) < w(af ). Moreover, 
fx’ is a fractional ball for each XEZ~, with f;‘=,f~x for all x and fx’a.fY’ whenever 
d(x, 0) < d( Y, 0). 
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Define 
G={g~[0,1]“;: w(g)=w(f), w(ag)<w(af),gX a fractional ball for all X, 
with gX=geX, and gX3gy when d(x,O)<d(y,O)}. 
We shall show that there is a fractional ball in G. Note first that G is a compact subset 
of the product space [O, I] ‘;, and is non-empty asf ‘EG. 
For O<r<nk/2, write w(‘)(g) for &x,oj=,g(~), and let H be the subset of G 
obtained by maximising successively w(‘)(g), w(‘)(g), . .., w(“~~‘)(cJ) on G. Since G is 
compact, H is non-empty. Choose ~EH. We claim that in fact g is a fractional ball. 
Let the radius of the fractional ball gX be rx. For each 0 <x < k/2, we shall show that 
r X+l>rX-l, and that r,+i=rx-1 unless either w(g,+,)=O or w(g,)=knpl. From 
this it follows immediately that g is a fractional ball. 
Fix then an arbitrary O<x < k/2. For simplicity, we shall consider first the case 
O<x<k/2-1. Suppose, for a contradiction, that r,+i<rX-1. Then, for E>O 
sufficiently small, we can define a system g’ on Z; by 
gl= bw(gxJ-E 
I 
gY if yf fx, *(x+ 1), 
if y= +x, 
bw(gx+l)+E if y= *(x+ 1). 
Then w(g’)=w(g). Now, (ag’),=(ag), if y# fx, *(x+1), +(x+2), and 
@g’),<(ag),. Also, if E is sufficiently small then w((~g’),+l)=w((~g),+,)-E, and 
w((ag’),+2)<w((ag),+,)+s. It f o ows that w(ag’)<w(ag), whence ~‘EG. However, 11 
this contradicts YE H. 
If x = 0 or k/2 - 1, the argument is similar. Thus rX+ I > rx - 1 for all 0 < x < k/2. 
We now show that rX+i=rX-1 unless either w(g,+,)=O or w(gx)=knml. As 
above, we consider first the case 0 <x < k/2- 1. Suppose, for a contradiction, that 
r x+l>rx-l, with w(g,+,)>O and w(g,)<k”-‘. Then, for E>O sufficiently small, we 
can define a system g’ on Zz by 
gY if yZ i-x, *(x+ l), 
g;={bW(gx)-E if y= fx, 
,bwcgxtl)+’ if y= *(x+1). 
Then w(g’)= w(g). We have (&J’),=(&J’), if y # f x, f (x + l), +_(x + 2), and 
(ag’) .+,G(ag),+,. Also, if E is sufficiently small then (ag’),,, =a(g;+i), and 
(ag’)X G a(g:). 
Now, the function 
sHl{ZEz;: d(z,O)=s}l 
is log concave, because the function 
is log concave (see e.g. [l, Ch. 43). From this, it is easy to see that 
w((~Y’),)--((&Y)X)dw((~g)X+l)--w((~g’),+l). 
It follows that w(Q’)d w(g), and consequently g’EG. However, this contradicts gEH. 
If x=0 or k/2- 1, we obtain a contradiction by a similar argument. 0 
In particular, we have the following result for (non-fractional) subsets of the torus. 
Corollary 17. Let k he even and let A be a subset of‘Zt with IA I> IB(O, r)l, where rEZ+ 
Then /&4)31B(O,r+l)l. 
From this we deduce immediately the corresponding result about t-boundaries. 
Corollary 18. Let k he even and let A be a subset qf Zi with 1 A 13 I B(0, r)l, where rEZ+ . 
Thenfor anq’t=O,l,... we have IA,,,I>IB(O,r+t)l. 
As we shall now see, this solution to the isoperimetric problem in Z; implies 
a solution to the diameter problem in Z;. 
Theorem 19. Let k be even, and let A be a subset of Z; of diumeter d, where d is even 
Then 
~WAdP)l if d<nkP, 
k ij’d=nk/2. 
Proof. We may and shall assume d < nk/2. For XEZ~, write X for x +I (k/2)ei, and let 
A= {X: XEA). 
For x,y~A, we have d(x, y)dd, so that d(x, j)> nk/2-d. It follows that d(A, A)3 
nk/2 -d. Thus 
A~nk,z~d~++~. (5) 
Suppose for a contradiction that 1 A I > 1 B(0, d/2) I. Then, from Corollary 18, we have 
IA~nk~~~~~~~l~lB(Olnk/2-d/2-l)l 
= Z;-B(o,d/2)I 
>lz;-AI, 
which contradicts (5). 0 
It is interesting to note that, in the case k =2, Corollary 18 is precisely Harper’s 
vertex-isoperimetric inequality in the discrete cube [S], and Theorem 19 is Kleitman’s 
solution to the diameter problem in the cube [6]. Thus, as shown by the proof of 
Theorem 19, Harper’s theorem immediately implies Kleitman’s theorem. 
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We now turn to the case of odd diameter. For x, y~(lR/kE)", we write d(x, y) for 
min{ 1 Ix,-y,+a,] : aick.Z for all i}. A system f on the one-dimensional torus 
Zk which is of the form 
1 
1 if d(x, 1/2)<r+1/2, 
f(x)= fz7 if d(x, 1/2)=r+1/2, 
0 if d(x, 1/2)>r+1/2, 
for some 0 <r < k/2 and LXE [0, l] is called a shijtedfractional ball. For 0 < v < k we write 
s” for the unique shifted fractional ball of weight v. 
We wish to define a compression operator Di which acts on a system f by replacing 
each i-section off with a shifted fractional ball of the same weight. Thus, for a system 
fon Z$, the system oi(f), the shifted i-compression of J is defined by: 
Thus w(Di(f)) = w(f). 
Applying an operator Di can certainly increase the boundary of a system. However, 
it is our good fortune that this does not happen when Di is applied to a (non- 
fractional) subset of Z;. 
Lemma 20. Let k > 2 be even. Let f be a system on Z; with f (Z;) c (0, I}, and let 
1 <i<n. Then w(aoi(f))~w(af). 
Proof. It is easy to check that if g is a system on the one-dimensional torus Zk with 
g(Z,)c {0, l} then w(as “(g))<w(ag). The result now follows from this remark exactly 
as Lemma 14 followed from Lemma 13. Cl 
For cE(lR/kZ)” and r>O, let B(c,r)={xeZ;: d(x,c)dr}. The following result 
should be compared with Corollary 17. 
Theorem 21. Let k be even and let A be a subset of 27; with (AI>JB(~el,r+~)l, where 
rE.Z+. Then l&4131B(+el, r+l+i)l. 
Proof. As before, write gX for gqX. Letf ‘=S,(D,(A)). Then w(f ‘)=w(A), and from 
Lemma 20 and Lemma 15 we have w(af ‘) d w(U). Moreover, f: is a fractional ball 
for each XEZ~, withf,=f,‘_, for all x and fx’>-f,’ whenever d(x,i)<d(y,$). 
Define 
G={gE[O, 11”;: w(g)= w(A), w(ag)< w(aA), gX a fractional ball for all x, 
with gX=gl_X, and gX3gY when d(x,t)<d(y,i)}. 
The G is a non-empty subset of [0, 11”;. 
For O<s<nk/2- 1, write w(‘)(g) for C d(x,e,,2j=s+1,2g(x), and let H be the subset 
of G obtained by maximising successively w(‘)(g), w”‘(g), . . . , wcnki2 - “(9) on G. 
Since G is compact, H is non-empty. Choose gEH. Then, exactly as in the proof of 
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Theorem 16, it follows that g is of the form 
: 
1 ifd(x,e1/2)<s+1/2, 
g(x)= u ifli(x,e1/2)=s+ l/2, 
0 ifd(x,e,/2)>s+1/2, 
for some O<s<k/2 and cr~[O, 11. 0 
From this we deduce immediately the corresponding result about t-boundaries. 
Corollary 22. Let k he even and let A be a subset of Zl: with IAl 31 B($e,, r+f)l, where 
rcZ+. Then,for any t=O, 1, . . . we have IAc,,l>lB()el,r+t+i)l. 
We are now ready to find the maximal size of a set of given odd diameter in the even 
torus. 
Theorem 23. Let k be even, and let A be a subset of Z; of diameter d, where d is odd. Then 
IB(leI,d/2)l ifd<nk/2, 
if’d=nk/2. 
Proof. Mirror the proof of Theorem 19, the corresponding result for even 
diameter. 0 
In conclusion, let us turn to the case when k is odd. As the best isoperimetric 
inequality in the odd torus is still not known, we cannot apply the above methods to 
tackle the diameter problem in the odd torus. It was conjectured in [3] that balls 
centred at 0, or their complements, have smallest boundary - in other words, that if 
A c .?I; satisfies I Al 3 I B(0, r)l and I Al 3 k” - I B(0, s)l for some integers r and s, then its 
boundary aA satisfies either IaAl >lB(O,r+ 1)l or laAI>k”-(B(O,s- 1)l. However, 
even if this conjecture were proved, we would still be unable to apply the methods 
above, as there is a more serious problem: a point x in the odd torus Zi does not have 
an ‘opposite’ point X. 
In fact, for k odd it is not always true that there is a ball among the maximum-sized 
subsets of Zi of diameter d. This is not even the case when d is even. For example, the 
set {(x, y): x = 0 or 1) c Z $ has size 14 and diameter 4, whereas every ball of radius 2 in 
Z,” has size less than 14: the balls B(0,2) and B((i,t),2) have sizes 13 and 12 
respectively. For odd values of k, we do not know the maximum size of a subset of 
Zl: of diameter d. 
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